Possible single productions of fourth family u 4 and d 4 quarks via anomalous q 4 qV interactions at Tevatron are studied. Signature of such processes are discussed and compared with the recent results from Tevatron.
The flavor democracy enforces the existence of the fourth Standard Model (SM) family [1, 2] . The masses of the fourth family quarks are expected to be degenerate and lie between 300 GeV and 700 GeV (see [3] and references therein).
It is clear that the pair production of the fourth family quarks will be copious at CERN LHC [4, 5] . In addition, extra SM generations will yield an essential enhancement in Higgs production at LHC and Tevatron [6, 7, 8] . Furthermore, the future lepton colliders will be the best place to observe the fourth SM family leptons [9, 10] .
Together with the indirect manifestation of the fourth SM family via enhancement of the Higgs boson production, the fourth family quarks can also be observed at Tevatron if anomalous q 4 qV interactions exist. The arguments given in [11] for anomalous interactions of the top quark are more valid for u 4 and d 4 since they are expected to be heavier than the top quark.
In this work, we present a preliminary analysis of the anomalous single production of u 4 and d 4 quarks at Tevatron. The recent observation of excess of events with the final state containing W + 2, 3 jets [12, 13, 14] can be interpreted as the signature of these processes.
The effective Lagrangian for the anomalous interactions between the fourth family quarks, ordinary quarks and the gauge bosons V (V = γ, Z, g) can be written as follows:
where F µν , Z µν , and G µν are the field strength tensors of the photon, Z boson and gluons, respectively; T a are Gell-Mann matrices; e q is the charge of the quark; g e , g Z , and g s are the electroweak, and the strong coupling constants respectively. g Z = g e / cos θ W sin θ W where θ W is the Weinberg angle. A q γ,Z,g and B q γ,Z,g are the magnitudes of the neutral currents; κ γ,Z,g define the strength of the anomalous couplings for the neutral currents with a photon, a Z boson and a gluon, respectively; Λ is the cutoff scale for the new physics.
We assume all the neutral current magnitudes in Eq. (1) to be equal, satisfying the constraint |A| 2 + |B| 2 = 1 and redefine all anomalous couplings:
where generation number i = 1, 2, 3, 4. We have implemented the new interaction vertices into the CALCHEP [15] package. Two values of λ are considered (λ = 1, 0.5) as an example. Table 1 and 2 (3 and 4) present the branching ratios and the total decay widths of the u 4 (d 4 ) quark via anomalous interactions. Note that the branching ratios are independent of Λ whereas total decay width is proportional to Λ −2 . SM decay modes are negligible for λ/Λ > 0.01/TeV due to the small magnitude of the extended Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements V u 4 b and V d 4 t [16] . Anomalous single production cross sections for u 4 and d 4 quarks at Tevatron are plotted in Figure 1 . The upper curves are obtained with λ = 1, Λ = 2 TeV and the lower ones with λ = 0.5, Λ = 1 TeV. The excess of events with a W and a superjet in W + 2 jet sample, observed by the CDF collaboration at Tevatron, can be explained as anomalous single production of u 4 with subsequent decay chain u 4 → t g → W b g. Let us estimate the number of events expected in both senarios mentioned above. In the case of λ = 0.5, σ(pp → u 4 X) × BR(u 4 → tg) = 0.31 pb for m u 4 = 400 GeV. Assuming 40% detector efficiency and BR(W → eν + µν) ≈ 0.21, one obtains 2 − 3 such events for 106 pb −1 integrated luminosity. In addition, the same number of events are expected from pp →ū 4 X. CDF collaboration has observed 8 events while the SM prediction is 2.69 ± 0.41 [12] . In the case of λ = 1, one needs to set Λ = 4 TeV in order to obtain similar number of events (for λ = 1 , σ ∼ Λ −4 ).
The other main decay modes, namely gu and gc will give rise to dijet final states. For m u 4 = 400 GeV, σ × BR(u 4 → jj) ≈ 0.18 pb with λ = 0.5 and Λ = 1 TeV and σ × BR(u 4 → jj) ≈ 1.1 pb with λ = 1 and Λ = 4 TeV. The CDF dijet analysis [17] lead to an upper limit of 16 pb at this mass. The contribution of d 4 to the dijet events is estimated to be 0.6 pb with λ = 0.5 and Λ = 1 TeV and 0.75 pb with λ = 1 and Λ = 4 TeV.
Finally, if we allow the SM decay modes of d 4 to be comparable to anomalous ones, the superjet events in W + 3 jet sample can be explained through the following decay chain: d 4 → W t → W W b, where one W decays leptonically and the other decays into two jets. CDF collaboration has observed 5 events while the SM prediction is 1.71 ± 0.40 [12] .
In conclusion, the upgraded Tevatron reaching integrated luminosity 15 fb 
